WARNING. THIS POTENTIAL WILL KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF!

THE SUPER ONE-PAGE MILLIONAIRE
Total cost only $12.00, and the money comes directly to you!!!

Yes, we are very serious when we say MILLIONAIRE, and I know that you will find it
hard to believe, so get out your calculator and begin counting. The money is leveraged or
increased at the point of its greatest duplication, and that's the end of the 10 levels. Even
though each person will not receive money when you join, they will when the next person
joins, and the amount will have been increased. This keeps the cost at $12.00, an amount
we all can afford. HERE'S AN EXAMPLE: If each of us only get 4 tojoin (counting from
the bottom up) LEVEL 5-$2,048.00, LEVEL 7-$49,152.00, LEVEL 9- $1,048,576.00, and
LEVEL 10-$4,194304.00!!! WOW!!! Most of you know by now the only way we are
going to make any money is if we do it ourselves, by helping each other. Don't cheat,
"Give, and it shall be given unto you."---"o{ it can also be taken away!
HERE'S HOW TO JOIN:---There should always be 10 names on the list not crossed out.
Starting at the TOP of the list (under the last persons name that was crossed out, Send
#1--$4.00 in cash. (Then skip #2). Send #3-$3.00. (Skip #4). Send #5--$2.00. (Skip #6).
Send #7-$2.00. (Skip #8). Send #9--$1.00. (Skip #10). That's a total of $12.00. Please
conceal the cash in dark paper, and send a note saying, "Please add my name to your
mailing list." to each person. Now cross the first persons name offthe list, (the one you
sent the $4.00 to) Neatly type or print your name to the bottom of the list. Include this

flyer in all your mailings.
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Do not move your name, it will destroy your potential. When this copy gets messy, Send it to Calvin Kleinhans
1399 Roseboro Ct, Deltona,FL32725 for a new one. Please include 2 first class stamps. Thank you. May God's
blessings be on this program.

